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Can �Big Data� help to improve macroeconomic measurement? 
Einav & Levin (2014), Eichengreen (2015) , Summers (2016)

A large amount of research in recent years, but still little impact 
on �production� within national statistical offices

Motivation



New technologies for data collection 

Not necessarily �big�

More accessible � private sector & academia

Macro data sources

Surveys (National Statistical Offices)

Administrative data (eg. tax, property records)

Scanner data (eg. Nielsen)

Search data (eg. Google, Indeed)

Satellite data (eg. lights, parking lots, tanker and crop heights)

Sensor data (smart phones, smart watches, IOT devices)

Online scraped data  (e.g. Billion Prices Project)

Crowd-sourced data

�Big Data� in Macro Measurement



Academic initiative to collect and use online price data for economic 
measurement and research

Daily prices since 2008 (currently ~25 million observations per day)

From hundreds of large multi-channel retailers

In over 60 countries

The Billion Prices Project

• Date

• Item

• Price

• Description

Use scraping 
technology

Connect to 
hundreds of 
online retailers 
every day

Find 
individual 
products

Calculate 
inflation and 
other 
statistics

1 2 3 4 5
Store key 
item 
information in 
a database

www.thebillionpricesproject.com



Web-Scraping Online Data

• Every day we use software to downloads public retail webpages, 
analyze the HTML code, extract product data, and store it in a 
database



Comparing Micro-Price Data Sources

Source: Cavallo & Rigobon (2016) “The Billion Prices Project”, Journal of Economic Perspectives, Spring 2016, Vol 30(2):151-78.



Countries and Sectors

Source: Cavallo & Rigobon (2016) “The Billion Prices Project”, Journal of Economic Perspectives, Spring 2016, Vol 30(2):151-78.

USA



�No�

Online sales are still less than 10% of retail sales in most countries

Online retailers tend to have different pricing behaviors -
Gorodnichenko et al (2017, 2018) 

Some evidence for �Yes�

Co-movement in online indices and CPIs

The ‘ online store� is effectively the largest store for most retailers. 
Eg: Last year Walmart had 4759 stores in the US. The median 
store had 0.02% of sales. The `online store` had 8% of sales

Are online prices different from what we would observe at a 
physical store?

Are online prices representative of retail transactions?



Large-scale comparison of online and offline prices collected 
simultaneously in ~50 retailers in 10 countries. 

Crowdsourced workers scan random barcodes, enter prices, send 
emails with data files. 

We then scraped the online price for the same good-retailer 
(within 7 days). 

Cavallo (2017) �Are Online and Offline Prices Similar?�



Which �Online Prices�?

Offline Prices
Online Prices

Price Aggregators or Shopbots

Retailers the sell both online and offline (�multi-channel�). 



Retailers Included



Data Collected

Source: Cavallo (2017) “Are Online and Offline Prices Similar? Evidence from Large Multi-Channel Retailers”, American Economic Review Vol 107(1)



Price Levels �Country

Source: Cavallo (2017) “Are Online and Offline Prices Similar? Evidence from Large Multi-Channel Retailers”, American Economic Review Vol 107(1)



Sector Differences

Prices more similar in Clothing and Electronics, less similar in 
Drugstores and Office Supply retailers. 

Price changes have different timing, but similar frequency and size

Source: Cavallo (2017) “Are Online and Offline Prices Similar? Evidence from Large Multi-Channel Retailers”, American Economic Review Vol 107(1)



Do prices vary online based on ip-location or browsing habits?

Two simulations with US retailers:

1. IP-based pricing: we scraped the same products from 
a group of 12 different ip-address locations

2. Persistent browsing habits: we scraped same 
products, every five minutes, for a full day. 

Online prices were always the same in my tests

Online price discrimination



More differences across retailers...but not so much

38% of the time prices are 
identical (19% for �marketplace�)

Average difference is  -5% on 
Amazon (-2% for �marketplace)

Source: Cavallo (2016) “Are Online and Offline Prices Similar?”



Even online supermarkets that require a zip code before showing prices 
tend to have similar prices across locations

Uniform Pricing Online

Source: Cavallo (2017) “Are Online and Offline Prices Similar? Evidence from Large Multi-

Channel Retailers”, Online Appendix, American Economic Review Vol 107(1)



Global retailers use uniform pricing in currency unions

Cavallo et al (2014), using prices from Apple, Zara, Ikea, H&M

Uniform Pricing Online



What about offline (different locations)? 

• DellaVigna & Gentzkow (2017) find evidence of uniform pricing offline
• Nielsen�s scanner data in the US
• Attributed mostly to high managerial decision costs 

• Aten & Rigbi (2017) � use Israeli scanner data to show that online 
�posting� of prices in supermarkets reduces price dispersion across 
locations within the same retailer

• So is uniform pricing an �Amazon Effect�? Is it driven by online 
transparency and competition?



Online competition is affecting pricing behavior in large multi-
channel retailers in two ways:

Increase in the frequency of price changes

Increase in uniform pricing

• Reasons? 

• Algorithmic pricing and matching

• Online transparency and fairness constraints

• Online and offline pricing behaviors are becoming more integrated, 
in was that matter for measurement

Cavallo (2019) �More Amazon Effects: Online Competition and 
Pricing Behaviors�



I use BPP data to measure the aggregate frequency of price changes in 
the US from 2008 to 2017 (with CPI expenditure weights)

The median monthly frequency has risen from approximately 14% in 
2008 to 34% today � implied duration of prices has fallen from 7 to 3.5 
months (closer to results with online-only retailers)

Increase in the frequency of US price changes



Data from 4 US retailers (Amazon &  3 traditional) in 102 zip codes. 

For each product:

Two measures of price dispersion using all bilateral price comparisons: 
share of identical & average price difference

Comparing degrees of Uniform Pricing

• 2 zip codes per state (min and 
max unemployment) + 02138 and 
98101 (Amazon HQ)

• Loop by product to minimize 
chances of picking up time 
changes



Uniform Pricing in Amazon vs Traditional Retailers

Amazon has more uniform pricing, but traditional retailers are close

Differences are concentrated in �Food and Beverages�



Online competition increases Uniform Pricing in Walmart 

Walmart�s products that are �found on Amazon� have less geographical 
price dispersion 

The impact of �found on Amazon� is equivalent to a 10% unemployment 
rate difference across locations



The same technology that enables faster price changes (�algorithmic 
pricing�) can be used to set different prices for different consumers (at 
the same time) 

So what can explain uniform pricing online?

Fairness / Customer Anger

Customers do not like to know that the exact same product is sold to 
someone else at a different price 

– particularly within same firm, at the same time

It can be legal, technologically feasible, and economically efficient to 
price discriminate, but fairness imposes a strong constraint on spatial 
price differences

Uniform Pricing



Online transparency � easier to detect/observe any price 
difference across locations or outlets

Fairness concerns impose a constraint

Source: Screenshot taken on 4/9/2018, 
https://www.wired.com/2007/03/best-buy-pushes/

Source: Screenshot taken on 4/9/2018, 
https://money.cnn.com/2000/09/28/technology/amazon/ Source: Screenshot taken on 4/9/2018, 

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2017/05/how-online-shopping-makes-suckers-of-us-all/521448/



Higher frequency of price changes � monthly sampling will 
produce more volatile estimates

With uniform pricing � one store is all we need!

No need to visit multiple locations for each retailer

Can do it online (since online-offline prices similar)

Use resources instead to improve measurement in other categories 
(or increase frequency)

Measurement Implications



Relative Prices and Purchasing Power Parities (PPPs) 

Cavallo, A., Diewert, W.E., Feenstra, R.C., Inklaar, R., Timmer, 
M.P., 2018. Using Online Prices for Measuring Real Consumption 
Across Countries. AEA Papers and Proceedings.

Scraped Wages (from freelancer websites)

Cavallo, Cravino, Drenik (2019) �Using online data for 
international wage comparisons�

Crowdsourcing & phones to measure inflation in Venezuela

Other BPP Projects with measurement implications



Can we crowd-source inflation measurement?



No CPI data since 2015 � Central Bank stopped publishing it

No online data (the last retailer in the BPP dataset disappeared in 
2014)

Until that time, online estimates close to CPI

IMF uses the black-market exchange rate and PPP to estimate an 
annual inflation rate above 1.3 million % for 2018

Local private efforts to send people to collect prices face fines or 
even criminal charges. 

Can we crowd-source the data collection?

The case of Venezuela



Venezuela�s Crowdsourced Inflation



We tried to enlist volunteers

We failed..

So we hired 50 workers in Upwork (freelancer website)

Currently collecting ~500 prices every week in 10 cities



Customized app (Android)

Data sent via email 

IFTTT / Zapier� transfer records and files from gmail to 
Dropbox

Stata loops through files, cleans data, computes an index

Public download of all micro data and code

Methodology



We use Amazon Mechanical Turk to validate prices



Monthly Inflation when we started



Monthly Inflation now..



Price-tag photos are changing...



Possible to use �off-the-shelf� technology

Low cost (US$ 0.1 per validated observation)

Automated cross-validation of data with other freelancers 
(mechanical turk)

Freelancers are careful and reliable

But results are promising



Technological skills � use �toolkits�/ simple platforms

Point-and-click scraping software (not python)

Crowdsourcing: 

Freelancers: Upwork, mechanical turk

Automation tools: IFTT, dropbox

Data Messiness

You don�t have to use it all

Know the questions beforehand

Improve the data collection!

Move to production/experimental soon

Academic research environment is a poor substitute for real 
production settings � �active learning�

Other Challenges



�Big Data� � huge measurement opportunity

New technologies for data collection (web, sensors, phones, gps, 
satellites)

Customized datasets that fit specific measurement and research needs

Griliches (1985) �The Uneasy Alliance� between economists and data

Better data collection � better measurement

Final Remarks



Online Price data 

Advantages for inflation and PPP measurement

Improves the quantity and quality of micro price data available for 
research (http://www.thebillionpricesproject.com)

Crowd-sourced data

Only option for some countries (e.g. Venezuela), viable alternative for 
other countries / categories of goods or services

Final Remarks


